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Sql Server - Interview Questions
NOTE: This title is also available as a free eBook on the Microsoft Download Center. It is offered for sale in print format as a
convenience. Get a head start evaluating SQL Server 2014 - guided by two experts who have worked with the technology
from the earliest beta. Based on Community Technology Preview 2 (CTP2) software, this guide introduces new features and
capabilities, with practical insights on how SQL Server 2014 can meet the needs of your business. Get the early, high-level
overview you need to begin preparing your deployment now. Coverage includes: SQL Server 2014 Editions and engine
enhancements Mission-critical performance enhancements Hybrid cloud enhancements Self-service Business Intelligence
enhancements in Microsoft Excel Enterprise information management enhancements Big Data solutions

Learn C# in 7 days
Implement rich Azure SAAS-PAAS-IAAS ecosystems using containers, serverless services, and storage solutions
DESCRIPTION Book explains Azure services offerings to advance resource creation to see how all the moving parts go
together. It walks through various cloud development tools which will speed our development process. Books majorly
covers practical information to get you started to a Proficient level and towards cloud mindset Azure Cloud offers enormous
services to solve your problem in this modern world. Microsoft Azure has Web, Mobile, Big Data, IoT, AI + Machine Learning,
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Storage, Database, and so on. We will be going through some of these available services to solve our business problem in
this book. If you are a .NET developer who wants to learn Microsoft Azure and want to have cloud mindset, this book is for
you. Cloud application development requires a Cloud mindset. Cloud mindset is developed by gradually going through all
the available services provided by Microsoft Azure and using the best fit solution for your problem. “If you are C#
DEVELOPER who wants to start with Azure, then this book is for you." KEY FEATURES This book starts from basic
fundamentals and takes you to a professional level. Books emphasizes on real life project use case and in-depth
implementation. Books starts right from scratch with creation of Azure account to manually creating Azure resources and
deploying them. Exclusive topics are dedicated for Azure Web App, Web Job, Cloud Service (Web Role, Worker Role), Azure
functions. All practical implementation of Azure services (PASS, Server less computing) are covered. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN
Azure and Services Offered for .NET Developers To create Free Azure Account and Web App Service on Azure Creating and
Deploying a Sample ASP.NET Core on Azure Web App. Creating and Running a Background Job with help of Web Jobs on
Azure Creating and Running a Service Bus Triggered Web Jobs on Azure to send mail to the Customer using Send Grid
Creating your first Cloud Service app on Azure WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR Students of Polytechnic Diploma Classes- Computer
Science/ Information Technology Graduate Students- Computer Science/ CSE / IT/ Computer Applications Master Class
Students—Msc (CS/IT)/ MCA/ M.Phil, M.Tech, M.S. .NET developer, C# developer Table of Contents 1. The Era of Data Center
2. Abstract 3. Introduction Day 1: Understanding Azure and Services Offered for .NET Developers Day 2: Creating your Free
Azure Account and Create Your First Web App Service on Azure Day 3: Creating and Deploying a Sample ASP.NET Core on
Azure Web App. Day 4: Creating and Running a Background Job with help of Web Jobs on Azure Day 5: Creating and
Running a Service Bus Triggered Web Jobs on Azure to send mail to the Customer using Send Grid Day 6: Creating your first
Cloud Service app on Azure Day 7: Logic/Function as a Service Often Termed has Serverless Computing, Creating your First
Azure Function on Microsoft Azure References

C# Interview Questions You'll Most Likely Be Asked
The competence and quality of software testers are often judged by the various testing techniques they have mastered. As
the name suggests, Software Testing provides a self-study format and is designed for certification course review, and for
“freshers” as well as professionals who are searching for opportunities in the software testing field. Along with software
testing basics, the book covers software testing techniques and interview questions (e.g., Six Sigma and CMMI) which are
important from the Software Quality Assurance (SQA) perspective. It also has in-depth coverage of software expense
estimation topics like function points (FPA) and TPA analysis. A CD-ROM supplements the content with the TestCompleteTM
software-testing tool setup, software estimation templates (PDFs), an interview rating sheet, a sample resume, third-party
contributions, and more.
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Introducing Microsoft SQL Server 2014
Get the comprehensive low-down on all seven built-in .NET Framework namespaces--plus plenty of other useful information
for developers, including relevant topics like security, Web services, database development, application deployment, and
more.

ARDUINO PROJECT FOR ENGINEERS
We are sharing 20 java interview Programming questions; these questions are frequently asked by the recruiters. Java
questions can be asked from any core java topic. So we try our best to provide you the java interview questions and
answers for experienced & fresher which should be in your to do list before facing java questions in technical interview.

Programming In C#
SharePoint Interview Questions and Answers: Get the Birds Eye View of what is Required in
SharePoint Interviews (English Edition)
Description:The best way to learn MVC is by doing a project and this book does the same. A complete MVC project is
created from scratch with all best practices implemented.professional projects are not created by just using ASP.NET MVC
you need other ingredients like HRML, JavaScript, Jquery, JSON, WebAPI so on. This book has covered all the necessary
supporting technologies while making MVC project.Gone are those days of using ADO.NET to connect to database. In
professional project developers use ORM technologies like Entity Framework. This book uses EF whenever there is a need of
database communication.With the book we have provided DVD which has MVC video tutorials which will help you to kick
start MVC with great speed.After every lab we have discussed important questions around the lab this will make you
prepared for ASP.NET MVC interviews.

AUTOCAD 2017
Often for the purpose of preparation candidates struggle to look for important topics and browse through some valuable
concepts, they feel might be asked in an interview. Such a frantic search consumes a lot of time and energy, as it requires
going through high volumes of ABAP technology. In order to solve this dilemma here is SAP ABAP/4 Interview Questions
Book, which is well equipped to deal with such problems.
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Programming ASP.NET Core, Programming ASP.NET Core
Written by the most well known face of India s IT literacy movement, this book is designed for the first course in C# taken
by undergraduate students in Computers and Information Technology. The revised edition maintains the lucid flow and
continuity which has been the strength of the book.

Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0
The professional’s guide to C# 7, with expert guidance on the newest features Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0
provides experienced programmers with the information they need to work effectively with the world’s leading
programming language. The latest C# update added many new features that help you get more done in less time, and this
book is your ideal guide for getting up to speed quickly. C# 7 focuses on data consumption, code simplification, and
performance, with new support for local functions, tuple types, record types, pattern matching, non-nullable reference
types, immutable types, and better support for variables. Improvements to Visual Studio will bring significant changes to
the way C# developers interact with the space, bringing .NET to non-Microsoft platforms and incorporating tools from other
platforms like Docker, Gulp, and NPM. Guided by a leading .NET expert and steeped in real-world practicality, this guide is
designed to get you up to date and back to work. With Microsoft speeding up its release cadence while offering more
significant improvement with each update, it has never been more important to get a handle on new tools and features
quickly. This book is designed to do just that, and more—everything you need to know about C# is right here, in the singlevolume resource on every developer’s shelf. Tour the many new and enhanced features packed into C# 7 and .NET Core
2.0 Learn how the latest Visual Studio update makes developers’ jobs easier Streamline your workflow with a new focus on
code simplification and performance enhancement Delve into improvements made for localization, networking, diagnostics,
deployments, and more Whether you’re entirely new to C# or just transitioning to C# 7, having a solid grasp of the latest
features allows you to exploit the language’s full functionality to create robust, high -quality apps. Professional C# 7 and
.NET Core 2.0 is the one-stop guide to everything you need to know.

ASP.NET MVC Framework Unleashed
Gather successful people from all walks of life-what would they have in common? The way they think! Now you can think as
they do and revolutionize your work and life! A Wall Street Journal bestseller, HOW SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE THINK is the
perfect, compact read for today's fast-paced world. America's leadership expert John C. Maxwell will teach you how to be
more creative and when to question popular thinking. You'll learn how to capture the big picture while focusing your
thinking. You'll find out how to tap into your creative potential, develop shared ideas, and derive lessons from the past to
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better understand the future. With these eleven keys to more effective thinking, you'll clearly see the path to personal
success.

Step-by-Step Angular Routing
Learn Microsoft Azure
In this book, world-renowned ASP.NET expert and member of the Microsoft ASP.NET team Stephen Walther shows
experienced developers how to use Microsoft’s new ASP.NET MVC Framework to build web applications that are more
powerful, flexible, testable, manageable, scalable, and extensible. Writing for professional programmers, Walther explains
the crucial concepts that make the Model-View-Controller (MVC) development paradigm work so well and shows exactly
how to apply them with the ASP.NET MVC Framework. From controllers and actions to views and models, Walther
demonstrates how to apply each ASP.NET MVC Framework feature in real-world projects. In Part II, you’ll walk step-by-step
through building a full-fledged ASP.NET MVC blog application that implements capabilities ranging from data access to
validation. Through this case study, you’ll learn how to build ASP.NET MVC applications using test-driven development
processes that enable rapid feedback, greater productivity, and better quality. Throughout, Walther presents extensive
code examples, reflecting his unsurpassed experience as an ASP.NET instructor, a leading commercial developer, and now
as a member of Microsoft’s ASP.NET development team. Understand how to: Build enterprise-scale web applications far
more rapidly and effectively Develop web applications that are easier to maintain and extend over time Gain
unprecedented control over the appearance of your website or application Expose intuitive URLs that are friendlier to
search engines and users alike Create ASP.NET MVC models that contain all your application’s business, validation, and
data access logic Make the most of HTML helpers, model binders, action filters, routing, and authentication Efficiently
deploy your ASP.NET MVC applications Use the lightweight JQuery JavaScript library to easily find and manipulate HTML
elements Create ASP.NET MVC applications using unit test and mock object framework

Software Testing
The complete, pragmatic guide to building high-value solutions with ASP.NET Core Programming ASP.NET Core is the
definitive guide to practical web-based application development with Microsoft’s new ASP.NET Core framework. Microsoft
MVP Dino Esposito introduces proven techniques and well-crafted example code for solving real problems with ASP.NET
Core. Step by step, he guides you through using all key ASP.NET Core technologies, including MVC for HTML generation,
.NET Core, EF Core, ASP.NET Identity, dependency injection, and much more. Esposito thoroughly covers ASP.NET Core’s
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cross-platform capabilities and what’s changed from older ASP.NET versions, but he doesn’t stop there: he offers a
complete learning path for every developer who wants to build production solutions, including mobile-specific solutions.
Microsoft MVP Dino Esposito shows how to: • Create new projects and understand their structure • Set up and use the
familiar MVC application model in ASP.NET Core • Write controller class code to govern all stages of request processing •
Serve HTML from controllers, or directly via Razor Pages • Master the Razor language for quickly defining the layout of
HTML views • Manage cross-cutting concerns such as global configuration data, error and exception handling, controller
class design, and dependency injection • Secure applications with user authentication and ASP.NET Core’s policy-based
user authorization API • Design for efficient data access, and choose the right option for reading and writing data • Build
ASP.NET Core Web APIs that return JSON, XML, or other data • Use data binding to programmatically update visual
components with fresh information • Build device-friendly web views for iOS and Android • Explore the radically new
ASP.NET Core runtime environment and Dependency Injection (DI) infrastructure

Asp.Net: The Complete Reference
Learn C# in 7 days with practical examples, build a foundation for C# programming, and boost your skills to an advanced
level About This Book Learn the basics of C# in 7 days Works as a reference guide describing the major features of C# Build
easy and simple code through real-world example scenarios Who This Book Is For The book is for aspiring developers and
absolute novices who want to get started with the world of programming. You do not need any knowledge of C# for this
book. What You Will Learn Understand and set up the .NET environment Code in C# using the Visual Studio 2017 RC
(preferable community edition) IDE Define variables, syntax, control flows, statements, and arrays etc through examples
Understand the concepts of Object-Oriented Programming using C# Get acquainted with attributes, collection, generics,
and LINQ Get your hands on class members such as Modifiers, Methods, Properties, Indexers, File I/O, Exception Handling,
and Regex Build a real-world application using C# 7 In Detail This book takes a unique approach to teach C# to absolute
beginners. You'll learn the basics of the language in seven days. It takes a practical approach to explain the important
concepts that build the foundation of the C# programming language. The book begins by teaching you the basic
fundamentals using real-world practical examples and gets you acquainted with C# programming. We cover some
important features and nuances of the language in a hands-on way, helping you grasp the concepts in a fluid manner.
Later, you'll explore the concepts of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) through a real-world example. Then we dive into
advanced-level concepts such as generics and collections, and you'll get acquainted with objects and LINQ. Towards the
end, you'll build an application that covers all the concepts explained in the book. By the end of this book, you will have
next-level skills and a good knowledge of the fundamentals of C#. Style and approach Fast paced guide to get you up-tospeed with the language. Every chapter is followed by an exercise that focuses on building something with the language.
The codes of the exercises can be found on the Packt website
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301 Smart Answers to Tough Interview Questions
In any interview, the interviewer concentrates on your extend of knowledge in the subject, and accesses the level in which
you can contribute to a company s development. Even with effective training and references, sometimes, the questions put
across during an interview might put you in a fix. Take for instance, .NET. How good is your exposure in .NET for facing such
an interview? Not sure? Calma giù! This book, .NET Interview Questions, is prepared just to crack such interviews. Highly
recommended for beginners, students, and professionals, this book covers the unknown or hidden areas of .NET
implementation, starting from the basic to the advanced level from .NET Framework to OOPS to remoting to web services,
i.e. VB.NET, C#.NET, and ASP.NET; from ADO.NET to XML, XSL, and XSLT; from Remoting, which forms the basis for
advanced BizTalk, to SharePoint; from smart devices to Web Services and .NET Framework 3.0 that discusses WPF, WF,
WCF, and WCS foundations, and much more. this book is prepared just to rack difficult interviews, highly recommended for
beginners, students and professionals. The book covers unknown and hidden areas of .NET implementation.

LEARN MVC IN 7 DAYS
The competence and quality of software testers are often judged by the various testing techniques they have mastered. As
the name suggests, Software Testing provides a self-study format and is designed for certification course review, and for
“freshers” as well as professionals who are searching for opportunities in the software testing field. Along with software
testing basics, the book covers software testing techniques and interview questions (e.g., Six Sigma and CMMI) which are
important from the Software Quality Assurance (SQA) perspective. It also has in-depth coverage of software expense
estimation topics like function points (FPA) and TPA analysis. A CD-ROM supplements the content with the TestCompleteTM
software-testing tool setup, software estimation templates (PDFs), an interview rating sheet, a sample resume, third-party
contributions, and more.

Cocoa Programming
The most comprehensive programming book on Mac OS X.

Unix Shell Programming
DescriptionThis book carries a lot of information for you, if you are starting AutoCAD for the first time. The book is
extremely simple to understand and can enlighten you with the basics fundamentals of AutoCAD.The main objective of this
book is to make students passionate about learning the concepts of AutoCAD.The book is divided into Two
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Parts:TheoreticalPracticalThe projects have been explained in a step by step manner with the commands along with a lot of
new features.Table Of Contents:Section 1 - IntroductionWhat is AutoCAD?History of AutoCADUsage of AutoCADWhat is New
in AutoCAD 2017?What is Workspace?Section 2 - OverviewWelcome screenGUI OverviewMouse useDifference between
Command work & Visual workCoordinate system with Line commandZoom and extentsRegenSection 3 - Drawing the
doorUnitRectangleOffsetOsnapArcMirrorJoinExtendTrimSection 4 - Grill DesignGridSnapPlineEllipseSection 5 - Road &
RiverLayerSplineMlinesHatchGradiantRevision cloudMirrorBlockInsertTextSection 6 DrawingsCircleCopyMoveArrayExplodeExtentRotateFilletAlignBreakChamferDivideMeasureScalePolygonPointSection 7 Parametric constrainsGeometricDimensionalManageSection 8 - Inquiry & DimensionalSmart
DimensionListAngleDistanceVolumeAreaRadiusLinearAlignedDiameterArc lengthQleaderOsnap Setting (Geometric center)

Getting Started With Angular Js
C# Interview Questions You'll Most Likely Be Asked is a perfect companion to stand ahead above the rest in today's
competitive job market. Rather than going through comprehensive, textbook-sized reference guides, this book includes only
the information required immediately for job search to build an IT career.

Mastering Visual Studio 2019
Software Architecture - Interview Questions (W/Cd)
Want to know more about routing concepts in Angular? DESCRIPTION A basic understanding of HTML, CSS, JavaScript would
be good to quickly get through the concepts of Angular. If you are already working in Angular, you are all good to go. The
book starts with the introduction of basic concepts and structure of Angular applications like Components, Services,
Modules, etc. This further focuses on the concepts of Routing, i.e. navigating from one view to another in your single-page
applications. For all the web developers & students who love building web-apps, this book on Angular Routing will add great
value to your skill set helping you to develop your applications with faster performance and refined view. KEY FEATURES In
this book, the reader will be able to focus on one concept of Angular in deep. Some of the concepts of Routing discussed
are: - Lazy Loading - Routing Parameters - Route Guards The examples in the book talk us through building an e-commerce
website which helps the reader to connect to the real-life business scenarios. The book commences with an introduction to
the important concepts of Angular to understand in general and then moves to how Routing helps us build our applications
much effectively. The tools I use in the explanation of concepts are Angular CLI, Visual Studio Code. By the end of this book,
you should be able to understand Routing perfectly being able to perform all the operations using Routing. Do not forget to
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code along with your reading the book. This will give you hands-on experience to gain out of the book. The book will be
provided with a GitHub link to it. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN In this book, you will learn the concepts of Angular routing to help
you make your Angular applications more effective and have better performance when dealing with data. WHO THIS BOOK
IS FOR This book is for learning the concept of routing in angular applications. If you are working in Angular, this book
serves the purpose of clearing all your concepts around navigation from one view to another in single page applications. If
you are new to Angular, this book will give you an introduction of the basic concepts of Angular and then give you the
expertise in one of those concepts, Routing. Table of Contents Introduction Introduction to Routing Basics of Routing
Routing Features Routing Parameters Child Routes Secondary Routes Route Guards Grouping & Component-less Routes
Route Resolvers Lazy Loading CRUD operations with Routing

Software Testing
Around 400 Plus Interview Questions From Live Java Interviews Section Wise Java Interview Question Coverage According To
Multinational Companiesshort And To The Point Answers (No Hitting Around The Bush)Every Question Is Classified In To
Basic Intermediate And Advanced Category Thus Providing More Focus To Readers On Specific Category.During Interviews
Other Than Main Technology Companies Expect Other Areas To Be Strong For Example Uml Project Management
Architecture Database Etc. Other Section Is The Most Strong Point Of The Book Which Makes Reader Prepared For
Unexpected Questions.Interview Rating Excel Sheet Which Will Help You Measure Exactly Where You Stand In The Interview
Measurement.Full Range Of Interview Questions Right From Junior Java Developers To Senior Architects Or Project
Manager.Cd Has All The Software You Need To Start For Practice Sample Resume Sample Code And Interview Measurement
Sheet Jdk Set Up (1.4 And 1.5). Eclipse Postgressql Jboss Ant Struts Wtp Jakarta Aspectj.Book Covers Important Points Like
Salary Negotiations Resume Making And General Points To Be Remembered During Interview.Recommended For Java
Interviews Who Area Looking For What Questions To Be Asked To Get Better And Decent Java Professionals.Recommended
For Fresher And Students Who Want To Have A Feel Of What Java Questions Are Asked In Multinational
Companies.Developers Who Are Looking For Quick Reference And Faq

How Successful People Think
If you are looking for an architecture job role then this is the book. It concentrates on technical and non-technical points to
be looked out when you are looking for architecture role. We are sure this will be the only friend during your success and
failures while searching an architecture level job.This book starts with basic architecture interview questions and the covers
OOP, UML, Design Patterns, SOA, load balancing and Estimation sections.Design patterns is one the most asked section
when you go for an architect position. A complete chapter with 30 patterns does full justice to this section. We have also
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shipped sample code for all 30 design patterns.Design document is one of the biggest deliverable from a technical
architect. No design document is complete with out UML diagrams and no technical architect interview will be complete
with out UML. A complete chapter on UML diagrams will upgrade you in few hours to face any kind of UML questions.SOA is
of the popular section in every architect interview. A dedicated chapter on SOA covering ESB, WS -, Governance etc does
full justice to this section.A technical architect is not supposed to handle project management activities in ideal world, but
he will always be a part of the estimation section of the project during project proposal. Nice and sweet chapter on
estimation covering function points, use case points and COCOMO does full justice to the estimation section.Even though
OOP is basic many architects fail to answer them. It s mandatory that a technical architect should be able to answer all OOP
interview questions. We have dedicated a complete chapter for OOP which covers the most asked question in OOP.The best
part of the book is other than technical aspect it also covers points regarding salary negotiation, salary break ups according
to industry standards, resume making (with a sample resume), interview rating sheet, salary standards and common IT HR
questions for technical architects.It includes sample.

Java/J2Ee Interview Questions
Simple and proven techniques to quickly speed up your ASP.NET website.

C# 8.0 in a Nutshell
“As an author, editor, and publisher, I never paid much attention to the competition—except in a few cases. This is one of
those cases. The UNIX System Administration Handbook is one of the few books we ever measured ourselves against.”
—Tim O’Reilly, founder of O’Reilly Media “This edition is for those whose systems live in the cloud or in virtualized data
centers; those whose administrative work largely takes the form of automation and configuration source code; those who
collaborate closely with developers, network engineers, compliance officers, and all the other worker bees who inhabit the
modern hive.” —Paul Vixie, Internet Hall of Fame-recognized innovator and founder of ISC and Farsight Security “This book
is fun and functional as a desktop reference. If you use UNIX and Linux systems, you need this book in your short-reach
library. It covers a bit of the systems’ history but doesn’t bloviate. It’s just straight-forward information delivered in a
colorful and memorable fashion.” —Jason A. Nunnelley UNIX® and Linux® System Administration Handbook, Fifth Edition, is
today’s definitive guide to installing, configuring, and maintaining any UNIX or Linux system, including systems that supply
core Internet and cloud infrastructure. Updated for new distributions and cloud environments, this comprehensive guide
covers best practices for every facet of system administration, including storage management, network design and
administration, security, web hosting, automation, configuration management, performance analysis, virtualization, DNS,
security, and the management of IT service organizations. The authors—world-class, hands-on technologists—offer
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indispensable new coverage of cloud platforms, the DevOps philosophy, continuous deployment, containerization,
monitoring, and many other essential topics. Whatever your role in running systems and networks built on UNIX or Linux,
this conversational, well-written ¿guide will improve your efficiency and help solve your knottiest problems.

Sap Abap/4, Interview Questions: Hands On For Cracking The Interview
Ready reckoner for freshers, intermediaries and experts who are appearing for a SharePoint Interview Key Features Around
400 plus interview questions from live share point interviews. Full range of interview questions right from Junior share point
developer to a senior people. The book covers major sections in share points like WSS, Web parts, custom controls and
workflows. It explains content types and custom data types in a seamless manner. Description Book dedicates 10 questions
which explain how workflow is implemented step by step in share point, salary negotiations; resume making and General
points to be remembered during an interview, ideal for share point professionals who are looking for quick reference and
FAQ, also recommended for share point Interviewers who are looking for what questions to be asked to get better and
decent share point professionals, recommended for fresher and students who want to have a feel of what kind of questions
are asked during share point interviews. What will you learn SharePoint in the software company hierarchy Resume
preparation guidelines Salary slip Salary negotiation Interview rating sheet Who this book is for This book is for the site
owners, power users or administrators who want to crack SharePoint interview. Though the book is intended for SharePoint
developer knowledge, a little understanding of SharePoint is required. Table of Contents 1. What is SharePoint 2. What is
WSS and MOSS 3. How does WSS actually works? 4. What is site and site collection? 5. What is the main advantage of using
site collection? 6. What is the use of SQL server in SharePoint? 7. What is the concept of virtual path provider? 8. What is
the concept of ghosting and unghosting in SharePoint? 9. What is the concept of safemodeparser in ASP.NET? 10. How can I
create my first site in SharePoint? 11. What is Quick Launch menu? 12. We have heard that we can customize SharePoint
sites how do we do that? 13. We have heard it has readymade functional modules for collaboration? 14. How can we enable
these reusable components in my site? 15. How can we display a simple custom page in SharePoint? 16. The above page
does not look like a standard SharePoint page? 17. Above code is completely inline, how can we implement behind code in
SharePoint? 18. What is the concept of features in SharePoint? 19. Can you explain the broader steps for deploying/
activating a feature? 20. I want that the feature should be only displayed to admin? 21. How can we provision page
template and page instances? 22. Why customized pages are parsed using no-compile mode? 23. What is safe mode
processing and Safe Controls? 24. Can you explain WSS model? 25. How can we use custom controls in SharePoint? 26. How
can you view a detail error in SharePoint? 27. How can we display ASCX control in SharePoint pages? 28. What are
WebParts and in what ways does it vary in SharePoint environment? 29. What are the different life cycle rents that WebPart
goes through? 30. What's the difference between WebParts in WSS 2.0 and 3.0? 31. Can you explain the 6 steps we need to
create a WebPart in SharePoint? 32. How can we implement customization and personalization in WebParts? 33. How can
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we create a custom editor for WebParts? 34. SharePoint is about centralizing documents, how similar is to the Windows
folder? 35. Can we add custom fields to our document library documents? 36. What are content types in SharePoint?

The Indian National Bibliography
Unix. Possibly, The Longest Living Entity In The Computer Land Where Nothing Survives More Than A Couple Of Years, A
Decade At The Most. It Has Been Around For More Than Two Decades, Owing Its Longevity To The Ruggedness Built Into It
And Its Commands.This Book Comes In Two Parts. The First Part Is A Journey Into The Vast Expanse That Is Unix. The Intent
Is To Make You Aware Of The Underlying Philosophy Used In Development Of Myriads Of Unix Commands Rather Than
Telling You All The Variations Available With Them.

Indian National Bibliography
ASP.NET Site Performance Secrets
Basic to Advance learning of Angular concepts DESCRIPTION This book is an Essentials guide for every Angular developer. It
covers all required topics an Angular developer need to get started. This book is written in Angular version 7 and explains
vital concepts of Angular in extremely descriptive way with lot of code examples. KEY FEATURES A complete overview of
the key aspects of Angular Up to date with the latest Angular release The book covers the framework's mental model, API,
and the design principles behind it. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN Components & Binding, Web API SPAs & Routing, Template
Driven Forms Forms, HTTP Unit Testing, ngModel, Angular Directives Pipes, Ignite UI WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR Students of
Polytechnic Diploma Classes- Computer Science/ Information Technology Graduate Students- Computer Science/ CSE / IT/
Computer Applications Master Class Students—Msc (CS/IT)/ MCA/ M.Phil, M.Tech, M.S. Industry Professionals- Preparing for
Certifications Table of Contents 1. Introduction 2. Component and Data Binding 3. Components Communications 4. Angular
Directives 5. ViewEncapsulation in Angular 6. Pipes 7. Template Driven Forms 8. Reactive Forms 9. Angular Routing 10.
Change Detection 11. Services and Providers 12. Working with API and $http 13. Advanced Components

Net Interview Questions
"As valuable for the executive going into her umpteenth interview as for the college grad seeking his first real job." -Richard
Zackson, Business Coach, Professional Coaching Network In today's job market, how you perform in an interview can make
or break your hiring possibilities. If you want to stand a head above the rest of the pack, 301 Smart Answers to Tough
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Interview Questions is the definitive guide you need to the real, and sometimes quirky, questions employers are using to
weed out candidates. Do you know the best answers to: --It looks like you were fired twice. How did that make you feel?
--Do you know who painted this work of art? --What is the best-managed company in America? --If you could be any product
in the world, what would you choose? --How many cigars are smoked in a year? --Are you a better visionary or
implementer? Why? Leaning on her own years of experience and the experiences of more than 5,000 recent candidates,
Vicky Oliver shows you how to finesse your way onto a company's payroll. "Everything I always wanted to know about job
interviews but was afraid to be asked." -Claude Chene, Senior Vice President, Head of Business Development, U.K. and
Europe, Sanford Bernstein & Co.

C# 4.0 in a Nutshell
Complete question bank to crack your .NET interview with real-time examples Key Features 200 dedicated questions on
MVC and Angular 100 Questions are given for WPF and WCF Skills 150 Questions are dedicated to data access layer
technologies like ADO.NET, EF and LINQ Questions on UML, Design pattern and architecture questions Covers.NET interview
SQL Server questions Book also discusses current salary trend for .NET and C# developers so that when you go for an
interview you should know what current market rate is ? and you negotiate it fairly. Description Book has been around 10
years in the industry and is the number one chosen friend when a C# developer is looking for a job. So do not look any
further. Just pick it up. This book covers more than 1000 real time .NET interview questions ranging across 20 categories
like .NET fundamentals, OOP, SQL Server, ADO.NET, MVC6, Angular, JQuery, HTML 5, WPF, WCF and so on. The best part of
this book is the DVD which has awesome step by step videos to learn MVC and .NET as soon as possible. What will you learn
After reading this book, you will be able to understand .NET Framework, OOPS, ADO .NET. You will be able to know ASP .NET
WebForms, ASP.NET MVC, JQuery, Angular, HTML 5 and CSS 3, SQL Server, WPF. Who this book is for This book is built in
such a way that it is useful for all categories such as technical or non-technical readers. This book is perfect. If you are a
fresher and you want to learn about .NET, or if you are a teacher and you want to teach what is asked during an interview in
.NET, this book is very helpful. Table of Contents 1. Top 50 Technical and Non-technical Questions 2. Basic .NET Framework
3. OOPS 4. ADO .NET 5. ASP .NET WebForms 6. ASP.NET MVC (Model View Controller) 7. JQuery 8. Angular 9. HTML 5 and
CSS 3 10. SQL Server 11. Removing, Web Services and WCF 12. WPF 13. LINQ and Entity Framework 14. Design patterns,
UML, Estimation and Project management 15. Ajax 16. Reports 17. Threading 18. XML 19. .NET Interoperability 20. Extra's
21. Algorithms 22. Learn .NET and MVC About the Author Shivprasad Koirala is a Microsoft ASP.NET MVP, self-employed and
mostly into Microsoft technology corporate training. He is hypnotized with training and teaching. Till now he has taken more
than 2000 corporate training, 80 published books written, with more than 1000 articles. His LinkedIn profile: https:
//in.linkedin.com/in/shivkoirala
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Angular Interview Questions and Answers
Build cross-platform solutions with .NET Core 2.0 through real-life scenarios Key Features Bridges the gap between learning
and doing and improves your software development skills Covers the best practices of .NET development to improve your
productivity Example-based approach to get you started quickly with software programming Book Description With the rise
in the number of tools and technologies available today, developers and architects are always exploring ways to create
better and smarter solutions. Before, the differences between target platforms was a major roadblock, but that's not the
case now. .NET Core 2.0 By Example will take you on an exciting journey to building better software. This book provides
fresh and relevant content to .NET Core 2.0 in a succinct format that’s enjoyable to read. It also delivers concepts, along
with the implications, design decisions, and potential pitfalls you might face when targeting Linux and Windows systems, in
a logical and simple way. With the .NET framework at its center, the book comprises of five varied projects: a multiplayer
Tic-tac-toe game; a real-time chat application, Let'sChat; a chatbot; a microservice-based buying-selling application; and a
movie booking application. You will start each chapter with a high-level overview of the content, followed by the above
example applications described in detail. By the end of each chapter, you will not only be proficient with the concepts, but
you’ll also have created a tangible component in the application. By the end of the book, you will have built five solid
projects using all the tools and support provided by the .NET Core 2.0 framework. What you will learn Build cross-platform
applications with ASP.NET Core 2.0 and its tools Integrate, host, and deploy web apps with the cloud (Microsoft Azure)
Leverage the ncurses native library to extend console capabilities in .NET Core on Linux and interop with native coden .NET
Core on Linux and learn how to interop with existing native code Reuse existing .NET Framework and Mono assemblies from
.NET Core 2.0 applications Develop real-time web applications using ASP.NET Core Learn the differences between SOA and
microservices and get started with microservice development using ASP.NET Core 2.0 Walk through functional
programming with F# and .NET Core from scratch Who this book is for If you are a developer or architect and want to learn
how to build cross-platform solutions using Microsoft .NET Core, this book is for you. It is assumed that you have some
knowledge of the .NET Framework, OOP, and C# (or a similar programming language).

EssentialsAngular
When you have questions about C# 8.0 or .NET Core, this best-selling guide has the answers you need. C# is a language of
unusual flexibility and breadth, but with its continual growth there’s so much more to learn. In the tradition of the O’Reilly
Nutshell guides, this thoroughly updated edition is simply the best one-volume reference to the C# language available
today. Organized around concepts and use cases, C# 8.0 in a Nutshell provides intermediate and advanced programmers
with a concise map of C# and .NET knowledge that also plumbs significant depths. Get up to speed on C#, from syntax and
variables to advanced topics such as pointers, closures, and patterns Dig deep into LINQ with three chapters dedicated to
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the topic Explore concurrency and asynchrony, advanced threading, and parallel programming Work with .NET features,
including regular expressions, networking, serialization, spans, reflection, and cryptography Delve into Roslyn, the modular
C# compiler as a service

Professional C# 5.0 and .NET 4.5.1
Getting Started with AngularJS is detail oriented, best-selling book of Google's unified meta framework for developing single
page application. This book provides unique insight rather than documentation and theoretical concepts. It helps you to
learn the topics live with complete demo and skills you need to develop for Angular based application that are
maintainable, reusable, extensible and testable. Best thing about this book is you really do not need to be expert in this
technology to get started. Even if you are novice to this, this will give you better understanding about Angular usage and its
patterns. Here, you will learn building complete Frontend App using Angular. Below are the list of topics, which you will
learn in detail. -Getting Started -Controllers & Markups -Services -Routing -Creating Custom Directives -Testing Angular
-Getting Started With Angular2 & TypeScript

C# & Asp.Net Projects
What people are saying about C# 4.0 in a Nutshell "C# 4.0 in a Nutshell is one of the few books I keep on my desk as a
quick reference. It is a book I recommend."--Scott Guthrie, Corporate Vice President, .NET Developer Platform, Microsoft
Corporation "A must-read for a concise but thorough examination of the parallel programming features in the .NET
Framework 4."--Stephen Toub, Parallel Computing Platform Program Manager, Microsoft "This wonderful book is a great
reference for developers of all levels."-- Chris Burrows, C# Compiler Team, Microsoft When you have questions about how
to use C# 4.0 or the .NET CLR, this highly acclaimed bestseller has precisely the answers you need. Uniquely organized
around concepts and use cases, this fourth edition includes in-depth coverage of new C# topics such as parallel
programming, code contracts, dynamic programming, security, and COM interoperability. You'll also find updated
information on LINQ, including examples that work with both LINQ to SQL and Entity Framework. This book has all the
essential details to keep you on track with C# 4.0. Get up to speed on C# language basics, including syntax, types, and
variables Explore advanced topics such as unsafe code and preprocessor directives Learn C# 4.0 features such as dynamic
binding, type parameter variance, and optional and named parameters Work with .NET 4's rich set of features for parallel
programming, code contracts, and the code security model Learn .NET topics, including XML, collections, I/O and
networking, memory management, reflection, attributes, security, and native interoperability

.NET Core 2.0 By Example
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Comprehensive, advanced coverage of C# 5.0 and .NET 4.5.1 Whether you're a C# guru or transitioning from C/C++,
staying up to date is critical to your success. Professional C# 5.0 and .NET 4.5.1 is your go-to guide for navigating the
programming environment for the Windows platform. After a quick refresher of the C# basics, the team of expert authors
dives in to C# 5.0 and updates for NET 4.5.1. Includes: Different behaviors for .NET 4.5.1 and the changes to Visual Studio
2013 Changes to ASP.NET Core, Web Forms, MVC, and Web API Updated Windows 8 deployments and localization, event
logs, and data flow Shuffling of ADO.NET Entity Framework Additions to Windows Workflow Foundation New Windows
Runtime 2.0 updates

.Net Interview Questions
Step by step guide to become an expert in Angular DESCRIPTION This book provide all the important aspects required for
angular developers looking for brief and useful content for frequently asked Angular Interview questions. You have already
worked with other Modern Web Frameworks like AngularJS 1.x, KnockoutJs, Ember, Backbone and now you are keen to
become an expert in Angular including version 2, 4, 5 and 6. You have no framework experience at all but you have a
profound understanding of Angular and now you are keen to know how to bring your web apps as well as mobile apps to the
next level. This book will give you an idea of the Angular framework (including version 2, 4, 5 and 6 and provide you an
excellent understanding of the concepts. Changing job is one of the biggest challenges for any IT professional. When IT
professional starts searching job, they realise that they need much more than experience. Working on a project is one thing
and cracking an interview is another. This book will give you a bird’s eye view of what is needed in an interview. It will help
you in doing a quick revision so that you can be ready for the discussion faster. KEY FEATURES Book provide all the
important aspects required for angular developers Learn modern Web Frameworks like AngularJS 1.x, KnockoutJs, Ember,
Backbone Book will give you an idea of the Angular framework (including version 2, 4, 5 and 6) and provide you an
excellent understanding of the concepts. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN The Basic Concepts of Angular, its Components, Directives
and Modules Angular Form, Elements, Templates, and Validations Dependency Injection (DI), HttpClient Angular Services,
Routing and Navigation Angular Compiler, Pipes, Service Workers Server Side Rendering (Angular Universal) Angular
Security, Cookies Basic Understanding of Angular Testing and TypeScript WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR You are new or have
some experience in Angular and now want to take the step to become an expert in Angular and want to learn more about
how you can apply the new concepts specifically for an Interview or developing robust web apps as well as mobile apps.
Table of Contents 1.The Basic Concepts of Angular 2. Angular Components 3. Angular Directives 4. Angular Modules 5.
Angular Form, Templates, and Validations 6. Angular Elements 7. Dependency Injection (DI) 8. HttpClient 9.Angular Services
10.Routing and Navigation 11.Angular Compiler 12. Angular Pipes 13. Service Workers 14. Server Side Rendering (Angular
Universal) 15.Angular Security 16. Angular Cookies 17. Basic Understanding of Angular Testing 18. Basic Understanding of
TypeScript
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UNIX and Linux System Administration Handbook
Java Interview Questions
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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